Disruption of polyubiquitin gene Ubc leads to attenuated resistance against arsenite-induced toxicity in mouse embryonic fibroblasts.
The polyubiquitin gene Ubc is upregulated under oxidative stress induced by arsenite [As(III)]. However, the detailed mechanism of Ubc upregulation and the exact role of ubiquitin (Ub) to protect cells against As(III)-induced toxicity remain unknown. Here, we found that Ubc-/- mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) exhibited reduced viability under As(III) exposure, although the Nrf2-Keap1 pathway was activated as a cytoprotective response. Intriguingly, due to the reduced polyubiquitination and delayed onset of degradation of Nrf2 in Ubc-/- MEFs, the basal expression levels of Nrf2 target genes were elevated. As(III)-induced accumulation of Ub conjugates occurred in an Nrf2-independent manner, probably due to cellular stress conditions, including reduced proteasomal activity. Increased cellular Ub levels were essential to polyubiquitinate misfolded proteins generated under As(III) exposure and to degrade them by the proteasome. However, when cellular Ub levels decreased, these misfolded proteins were not efficiently polyubiquitinated, but rather accumulated as large protein aggregates inside the cells, causing cytotoxicity. Furthermore, increased activity of the autophagic pathway to clear these aggregates was not observed in Ubc-/- MEFs. Therefore, reduced viability of Ubc-/- MEFs under As(III) exposure may not be due to dysregulation of the Nrf2-Keap1 pathway, but mostly to reduced efficacy to polyubiquitinate and degrade misfolded protein aggregates.